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VIDIZMO

AT A GLANCE

VIDIZMO enables online learning by allowing you to conduct live webinars, share on-demand learning
videos, arrange your content into courses, add quizzes or handouts, and integrate the platform with your
video conferencing or learning management systems (LMS), like Zoom and Moodle.
Create digital libraries and define groups according to subjects or classes to share relevant learning
content with the right students in a virtual learning environment from anywhere, on any device.
Learn more on how your organization can benefit from an online video learning platform.

USE CASES
OVERCOME PHYSICAL BARRIERS WITH REMOTE EDUCATION
Eliminate physical limitations such as the location, costs and capacity of a traditional classroom setting through online
learning by enabling students to learn from anywhere. Create courses to provide structured learning, add quizzes for
knowledge checks and attach handouts for sharing related learning content such as presentations or workbooks.

DELIVER REAL-TIME DISTANCE LEARNING THROUGH LIVE LECTURES & CLASSES
A student needs to be able to engage with the teacher and others present during a class or session for a collaborative
learning environment. Live stream your lectures and classes for interactive online learning where students can ask
questions using Q&A, interact using live chat and attend the session from anywhere. You can also record the stream for
students who missed or would like to recap the session.

ENABLE FLEXIBLE LEARNING WITH ON-DEMAND CLASSES
Virtual classes through recorded video lectures and video conference meetings have become a staple of contemporary education.
Enable students to revise topics and learn at their own pace by creating media libraries for on-demand lectures such as recorded Zoom
meetings, presentations, infographics and other media in scalable media libraries for students to access and playback at any time.

IMPROVE LEARNING & ENGAGEMENT WITH A FLIPPED CLASSROOM APPROACH
Traditional classrooms place more focus on a teacher and limit collaborative learning during class time. Create a
student-centered learning experience and emphasize participation by enabling students to explore and learn about new
topics before the class and take part in creative discussions and problem-solving together during the class.

DIGITAL LEARNING ASSETS MANAGEMENT
Conventional LMSs aren’t designed to support video content. Similarly, most video conferencing systems lack features
to effectively manage on-demand video content. Leverage tools for storing, searching, editing and sharing your learning
videos from a centralized location through a single solution that integrates with existing LMS and video conferencing
systems to manage all digital learning assets.

INCREASE ACCESSIBILITY AND EASE OF LEARNING
It’s important for your content to be easily comprehensible and inclusive for all your students, including non-native
speakers of the language of instruction. Automatically transcribe and translate your videos in 12+ languages to increase
accessibility and improve comprehension for your students.

KEY FEATURES
LIVE & ON-DEMAND VIDEO STREAMING

COURSES & LEARNING PLANS

Create on-demand video libraries to share learning
content or stream live webinars with live chat and Q&A
for real-time engagement. You can also record and
publish a live stream for on-demand viewing.

Compile digital learning assets such as videos, presentations,
infographics and quizzes into courses for structured learning,
and allow users to create personal learning plans for
self-paced learning by bookmarking learning content, tracking
their progress and resuming from where they left off.

IN-VIDEO QUIZZING & HANDOUTS

USERS & GROUPS

Add quizzes to your live & on-demand videos to conduct
knowledge checks and evaluate student performance through
detailed assessment reports. You can also attach related
media to a video such as images, documents or even another
video to share supplementary content for viewers to download.

Segregate users and content to share videos with only the
relevant individuals and groups. Manage users in bulk and
control access to content based on authorization.

ANNOTATIONS

AUTOMATIC TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION

Add time-stamped notes to highlight specific information,
add context and direct attention towards important
details in a video.

Automatically transcribe & translate your videos into 12+
languages for greater accessibility.

ENHANCED PLATFORM & IN-VIDEO SEARCH

VIDEO ANALYTICS

Add tags and custom attributes to a media and leverage a
faceted search to quickly find and retrieve your content.
Additionally, you can even search within a video to find spoken
or displayed words, speakers, topics or activities without
having to watch the entire video.

Monitor engagement and the effectiveness of your learning
content through key metrics such as how many times a video
was watched, how many students watched it completely and
which part of the video got the most attention.

DEVICE AGNOSTICISM
Stream and playback high-quality videos from your desktop,
mobile, tablet or any device from any location.

FLEXIBLE INTEGRATIONS
Integrate the platform with your existing LMS or video conferencing
system to stream, search, edit and share learning videos in a familiar
LMS interface, and auto-ingest recorded video conference meetings
for sharing and managing on a video platform.

WHY LEADING
ORGANIZATIONS
PREFER VIDIZMO?
FLEXIBILITY
Customized integrations, features and deployment options (Cloud,
On-Premises or Hybrid) to solve your unique challenges.

SECURITY

Our solutions offer customizable security policies, content usage policies and
deployment options to fulfill your security needs.

COMPLIANCES

Our solutions are designed to ensure numerous regional compliances from
content storage, processing to usage.

TECHNOLOGY AGNOSTIC
We easily integrate and add Value to your existing IT solutions and
infrastructure.

CUSTOMER-FIRST BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY
We successfully help you deliver video projects from start to end.

USER MANAGEMENT

Manage employee usage of video solutions on a granular level in terms of
content usage, rights, budgeting and much more.

GLOBAL PRESENCE
Our solutions are multilingual and are available in more than 140 countries.
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